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VICTORIOUS

VENTURE
A kit-built Questair Venture
won the Sun-n-Fun 100 last month
at the annual fly-in. Although the
anticipated showdoll'Il between the
Venture and the Lancair IV did not
materialize because of a rule
change this year, the Venture set a
new course record of 301.38 MPH.

The winning Venture was a
near perfect example of the
aircraft builders' art. In addition
to getting you to your destination
fast this bird can get you there in
almost any weather thanks to a
panel loaded with $110,000
worth of hardware. In addition to
a full IFR panel by Terra she
carried a radar altimeter, loran, · stormscope, color moving map
and full engine instrumentation.

DISCLAIMER
We would like to make you aware that as always, in
past, present,and future, any communication issued by
EXPERIMENT AL AIRCRAFTASSOCIATION,
CHAPTER ONE SIXTYEIGHT, INC., regardless of
the form,format, and/or media used which includes, but
is not limited toHANGAR ECHOES and audio/video
recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing
house of ideas, opinions and personal experience accounts. Anyone using ideas, opinions, information,etc.,
does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no
responsibility or liability is expressed or implied and
you are without recourse to anyone. Any event announced and/or listed herein is done so as a matter of
information only and does not constitute approval,
sponsorship, involvement, control or direction of any
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MONTHLY MEETING

FARMERS BRANCH
COMMUNl1Y BUILDING
2919 AMBER LANE
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more sent in checks.
1:he second page in the Kerrville p~ogram was discussed. It was
motioned and passed to seek advertlzers for the second page. If
none are found, then the Chapter would not purchase the second
page.
The Kerrville FLO was discussed. We will need FLO personnel on Friday a.m.
The quantity of H.E. printed was discussed. We will print 260
for the May issue.
.
. ,
The Chapte~ Rost~r was discussed. Former ~embers With 89
and '90 exprratmns Will be dropped from the active database.
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second session and check rides will be held at the
Lake View airport in Lake Dallas ( at Tom Scott's
FBO) on Saturday May 9th. Be sure to mark your
calendar you must attend both sessions to coml
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CHAPTER 168 AIRPORT MEETING
SAT.
10:00A.M.
THIS IS OUR ANNUAL BFR MEETING
OUR HOST IS TOM SCOTT
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Greetings to all! It's newsletter time again. I
wish to thank my Vice President, Monroe McDonald for standing in for me, at the last Chapter
meeting and fly-in. Folks that I've talked to, said
he did a great job. Some of us lucky folks, (I'm
one) went off to an event called Sun-N-Fun in
Florida. Our monthly fly-in was at Terrell
Municipal Airport. Turn-out was mild due to
competing flying events in the area. (ie. RV
gathering in Houston).
However, the hotdogs and comaradarie were
appreciated. Heard that Ted Thayer, flew in
from Northwest Regional. It's good to see that
Ted is flying his Champ after a year of downtime.

joyed a picnic lunch. Then later as we continued,
Dina got to see the mighty Mississippi River from
5500 feet. She had never seen the river, much less
from the air.
Next stop, was Bay Minette, AL. where we paid
the highest fuel prices of $2.25 of the trip. We
continued on flying the gantlet of the Florida panhandle to Tallahasse, FL. arriving after dark. We
lucked out and taxi up to the right FBO. The one
which BAA Chapter 445 was working with in conjunction with Sun-N-Fun. They treated us right,
no tie down fee, and gave us a courtesy car for a
trip to town for a fine seafood dinner. We were
camping out, so they found us a nice spot outside
the security fence beside a little pond. Unfortuately for us, it was a little cooler than we anticipated. Frost was on the grass in the morning,
a record low of 33 degrees! Brrr ....
Well we were off by 9:00 AM, Sun-N-Fun or
bust. Just after passing Cross City, tunned in
Lakeland Tower and started listening to the activity. It was hectic, the controllers were busy.
We came in on the west side of Lakeland, and
head for Lake Parker. Our timing was fortunate,
as trafic was light, got entrail with another
Citabria and flew right to the airport and landed.
Flagmen guided us accross the airfield and then
we picked us an motorized flagman to guide us to
the aircraft camping area. In all a piece of cake,
with all the help.
We stayed til Tuesday at Sun-N-Fun, then on
to Orlando to visit all the tourist attractions. We
later ventured on down to Pompano Beach, to
visit a friend. Got a picture of the Citabria in
front of PAC, (Pompano Air Center) one of the
premier aerobatic dealers in the world. From
there we headed home. Total time logged on
aircraft was over 28 hours. It was fun, but sure
could use a faster airplane. (ala RV-6) I'll bring
pictures to the meeting.
The Oskosh Jet Charter effort is proceeding,
to date eighteen tickets have been bought. Plans
are to scale back this effort to a smaller aircraft,
say a turboprop with 40-50 seats. Hopefully an
aircraft can be contracted in the near term, and
we will then know firm prices. If you are interested contact me or Chuck Bodine at (817) 5724645.
Jerry Bidle and myself are off to Kerrville
for a day planning session, April 25th. I'll give an
update at our regular meeting. See you at the

Take notice of all the airplane events and
calendar elsewhere in this issue. I've received a
bunch of notices over the last month, and have
past them on to our editor, Doug for publication.
Springtime is definitely here, time to get on out
to the airport and see what's happening.
We have a new hanger mate at the Buce
Hangar at Addison. Ernie Ludwick has acquired
a Stinson 108-2. It's white with orange trim, however I hear rumors that Ernie, has plans for a
more dramatic paint scheme. Congratulations
Ernie.
The scheduled program for May is the BFR
oral portion, followed by the flying portion at
Lakeview Airport on Saturday, May 9. Tom
Scott, will have an instructor and C-150 available.
This will be in addition to our regular fly-in activities. Even if your BFR is current, come out to
both events. The oral protion can be a refresher
for the rules of flying, while the fly-in is at a real
"grass-roots" airport. You may want to fly Tom's
J-3 Cub, and get some tailwheel time. Lakeview
Airport is also home of the Glass Goose, a new
airplane kit, being promoted by Tom Scott. PS.
Tom and his Glass Goose were a real attention
getter at Sun-N-Fun. So come on out and get the
latest scoop on what's happening.
As I wrote this last month, I was not planning
on being able to attend Sun-N-Fun. However my
contract software position came to a sudden end,
and Dina and I were able to fly the Citabria to
Lakeland. We left Addison on a perfect flying
day, clear blue skys with a tailwind. Our first stop meeting! Gary PS. Bring a friend or two along!
was at Ruston, LA., where we refueled and en-

--·-

As many of you know, one of the events held
during the Sun-n-Fun Fly-in is the Sun-100 Race
for Experimental custom built airplanes. This
speed contest is probably the most publicized
event of its kind at the moment. The results of this
year's event, held on April 6, are presented in the
accompanying table.
A Questair Venture returned to the top spot
and set a new course record in the process. Last
year's winner, the prototype Lancair IV, was not
run this year. Another notable performance was
by Dan Denny in a Kitfox (127 mph). This was
probably the new Speedster, but the authors are
unsure.
Of course the major caveat with this race is that
the spectators are never sure exactly how hard the
plane was run to achieve its' speed. Engine speeds
several hundred RPM over redline are probably
commonplace.
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Aero Country Airpon
Call 7 days a week: 214/676-1343
Open Saturday and Sunday 9:30AM til 5PM
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The History of Flight

From Early Myths through Space Exploration
Main Terminal at Love Field
Monday-Saturday: 10-5 Sunday: 1-5
Adults: $2 Under 12: $1
Validated Parking

Aircraft

Pilot

H.P. Speed (mph)

Venture
TomHahn 280
301.34
Bill Billups 300 274.23
Glasair III
Glasair III
Butch Stevens 300 271.37
Glasair III
Tim Gebers 300 264.38
Glasair I TD
James Dunn 250 260.31
White Lightning David Tarpley 195 254.44
White Lightning Peter Land 210 248.46
Lancair 320
Philip Harcourt 180 243.63
Glasair III
Tommy Rose 300 240.17
Berkut
Diane Mozer 180 237.14
Spirit
Maycay Beeler 210 228.19
Mustang II
Paul Cox 200 221.18
Lancair 235
Mike Debate 160 219.74
RV-3
Frank Smith 160 218.89
RV-4
Carl Eldridge 200 216.92
Cozy
Vance Atkinson 160 214.18
Glasair I TD
Robin Young 160 213.50
GlasairIRG
ChuckDowning 160 213.23
Lancair 320
Mark Steinman 150 209.41
Glasair IIS Ff C.K. Dixon 160 208.12
Quickie Q200
Charles Harris 100 206.34
RV-4
HermannEisenman 160 204.10
T-18-SP
Art Deaton 150 201.55
Glasair
F.McElhannon 160 200.00
Vari-Eze
Jack Fehling 100 199.06
Glasair I RG
Jack Bigham 200 194.15
KR-2
Steve Alderman 99 193.48
Velocity
Neil Hunter 180 193.37
RV-4
Claudio Tonnini 160 190.11
BD-5B
Dave Pryor 84 186.45
Long-Ez
Johnny Murphy 160 185.42
GP-4
Darry Capps 200 183.61
GlasairIISFf Deborah Raymond 200 179.71
Long-Ez
Allen Silberman 118 178.58
KR-2
Charles Collier 70 176.62
RV-4
Rocco Bonura Jr. 150 171.77
RV-4
Louis Smith Jr. 150 167.11
Sonerai
Dean McGinnes 65 155.94
Sonerai II
Al Bertelmann 70 151.48
C. Eagle
Ennie Argence 200 172.64
BD-5
Eddie Johnson 100 150.40
KIS
Rich Trickel 80 139.95
BD-5
Ray Taunton 60 136.89
Kitfox
Dan Denny 80 127.46
PJ-260
Cal Hadden 60 123.82
Quickie
J.P. Stroud 20 116.53
Kitfox
Michael Johnson 80 99.62

111,___
or How I Hotrodded My RV-4
From: "Rocky Mountain RVators"
By: Bill Amos

December '91 Newsletter

In the spring of 1991, after 2264 hours of operation, I decided to overhaul my Lycoming 150 hp
O-320-E2D engine. This engine was installed at
1960 hours from a 172 that was going to get a 180
hp upgrade. Its' logs reflected regular oil changes
and owner upkeep, something I think is very important when looking for an engine.
The engine was taken to DICK DEMARS
AERO in Ft. Collins, Colorado. Dick has a great
reputation among his customers, a factor that influenced me a great deal to let him do the overhaul. His plan was to disassemble the engine,
clean and inspect all parts then do a few modifications. The modifications consisted of: 1. Flow
matching all cylinders to each other. 2. Balancing
all moving parts both static and dynamically. 3.
Installing domed pistons from the 160 hp engines.
4. Milling the cylinder mount flanges on the case
.090 in. 5. Regrinding the cam slightly to take full
advantage of the improved flow into and out of
the cylinders.
The results of these modifications render the
type data certificate for the engine invalid. The
data plate on the engine is removed and replaced

FL I GHT TRAINING

with a red anodized plate stating that it is now an
experimental engine. This means it cannot be
legally reinstalled on a type certificated airplane
again. The plate states the same serial number and
timing data, but the horsepower rating is changed
from 150 hp to 180 hp at 2700 rpm. No, that is not
a typo. This engine now produces 180 hp without
the attendant weight increase of an 0-360 of 30 lbs
or more.
All this means, is that while my aircraft was a
real performer on 150 hp, it flat boggles my mind
now! The static rpm went up 100 rpm from 2200
to 2300, the maximum rpm went from barely 2700
rpm to 2875 rpm. Translated it means my rate of
climb at 120 mph went from 1000 fpm to 1800 fpm
and full bore throttle now yields 160 kts instead
of 135 kts indicated. These figures are with a 68 x
66 Pacesetter propeller on a cold Colorado morning, full fuel, and all 255 lbs of me. To say that I
like it, is the understatement of the year. The
smoothness of the engine has to be experienced,
and the reduced throttle position to obtain a
cruise at 2600 rpm has resulted in a gph savings of
about 3 gal per hour. Cruise at 2600 rpm now
yields 145 kts indicated. I can't wait to borrow
Dane Heule's 68 x 68 Pacesetter prop and see
what my cruise is then. I hope to get into the "Sun
and Fun 100" air race in Lakeland, Fla. and compete against some 180 hp, 0-360 powered RVs.
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FLIGHT INSTRUCTORS RATINGS

INSTRUMENT - LINK - MULTI ENGINE

FRED ZIMRING

LINSEY MEMMI

EAA Legal Advisory Council

PLANE RENTAL S

PRECISION FLIGHT
ADDISON AIRPORT
DALLAS . TEXAS

OFFICE 12141 239·1171
RES . 661-3189

Demonstration Rides

AVIATOR MAX

~

LET'S GET HIGH TOGETHER
Rent- Buy - Sell - Trade -Training
MESQUITE AIRPORT
Max Bolen

1510 Hudson Rd .
Mesquite, Texas 75181

Off: (214J 222-6052

EAA Aviation Center
P.O. Box 3086
Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54903-3086
(414) 426-4800

AERO SYSTEMS AVIATION

MAX FLIGHT AVIATION
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EAA

Zimring & Langley, P.C.
Office Alpha
13140 Coit Rd. , Suite 203
Dallas, TX 75240
(214) 437-3700

Aero Country Airport
Call 7 days a week: 214/676-1343
Open Saturday and Sunday 9:30AM til 5PM
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AEKOPLEX SALES
• Aircraft Parts and Accessories

• Pilot Supplies

OR "SIG PLEAS"

Chapter 168 member Dave Carter has
taken the initiative and asked Hangar
Echoes to help him form a Special Interest
Group. So listen up:
Wanted: Rag-and-tube builder would
like to make contact with others with the
same affliction.Object--show-and-tell. Show
me where I messed up and tell me how to do
it better. Could lead tothe formation of a
SIG. Contact Dave Carter-- Days 214-8416825 or 903-326-7382 after 6PM

KERRY NOBLE
15060 8eltwood Parkway tast
Dallas. Texas 75244

(214) 458·1594
1 ·600·233· 1778
1·600-486-1778
Digital rager 229·5980

LAKEVIEW AIRPORT

Rentals Include JJ Cub and C-150
Lake Dallas •••••••.. 817-497-7496

BELA'S AIRCRAFT
ENGINE & ACCESSORY SHOP

D. E. CHRISTIANSEN, D.O.
Family Medicine
Aviation Medical Examiner

2711 BROOKFIELD, DALLAS. TEXAS 75235

Olllce 208 -6174
222 S . Ced•• Rldg•
Ma. $1n,lce S21-4 I II
Ounc1nvlll1, 11111 n11t1
Olllce Houra By Appoln1m1nl

FAA CERTIFIED REPAIR STATION '102 • 141

tOf'F DENlON DAIVIE LOVIE fllELD AAIEA)

CR'14> 315'1•'1 "17R
BELA AMBRUS: RESIDENCE (21'}352-1149
ENGINE OVERHAUL

PARTS EXCHANGE

RAYMOND MORT, P.E.

-

~

Regiat.ered Engineer

11

11

MAY 9 TEXAS DOGWOOD 99 S
POKERRUN GLADEWATER.TX.
MAY 16 CHAPTER 834 FLY-MARKET
FRANKLIIN CO. APRT
.JULY 4 ROCKPORT-FULTON AIR
SHOW ARANSAS CO. APRT.
JULY 4 SOUTHWEST AIR FAIR ODES
SA.

324 Hillview Drive
Hur1L, Tuaa 76054

HANGAR 36

Bu,: 18171280-2776

Rea: 18171 282-6940

~

AERO-COUNTRY AIRPORT

The Dallas Area Sport Aviation Air~ort
Hangar Space Available for E A A Members
ANTIQl.1£-CLASS/C-HOMEBl.llL T-£XPEHIMENTAL

Hangar has water/ electric/toilet/ phone
CONTACT: Clair J. Button (214) 231-6070

~
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By The Business Press
1. Fort Worth Meacham Airport Operations:
404,219
2. Love Field Operations: 207,402
3. Grand Prairie Municipal Airport Opera
tions: 204,000
4. Addison Municipal Airport Operations:
163,932
5. Redbird Municipal Airport Operations:
163,729
6. Fort Worth Alliance Airport Operations:
141,807
7. Denton Municipal Airport Operations:
130,000
8. Arlington Municipal Airport Operations:
120,000
9. Spinks Airport Operations: 105,000
10. McKinney Municipal Airport Operations:
90,000
11. Mesquite-Hudson Airport Operations:
80,000

''Well there Is some Irony In all this, you know ... I mean
we BOTH lose a lens at the same time?!!"

J.E. "RED" MARRON

TEX-AIR PARTS, INC.

ii

DISTRIBUTOR FOR AVIATION SUPPLIES

il!.41234-1143

pop. & Fabric Suppllet

Plano,TX 75075-1214)596-5556

Beech/Cessna/Mooney/Piper
Aircraft Paris
Oller 100,000 Different Pnrt Numbers In Stock
All lnstock Items Priced at WHOLESALE or Below.

- BATTERIES -

When It comM to SERVICE, AVAILABILITY, and VERY COMPETITIVE F'RICINO hy,
~ FOR ALL YOU AVIATION NEEDS.

Meacham Fleld Airport - Branch
4201 N. Main St., Bldg N2

I

ME-V-§

Addison Airport - Branc

·

4500 Re.6111 Ln., Sufte 109
Dalas, Texa• 75248

•

:21 1 931-11996 or (900) 237-26315

ce
3724 N. Commerce St.
Fort Worth, Texns 78106-2710
(817) 824 -9882 or (800) 458-1535

EM Members Receive an Addltlonnl 5% Discount on Most Items.

NI-CADS, GEL CELLS,
ALKALINE, LITHIUM
"W9 Build Battery Packs"

ii]

IUO East Arapaho, Suite #126
Richardson, Texas 75080
(214) 231-5351
1-eoo-n6-5267
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No. 7: Fibers for Composites
The typical "composite" material that is most
familiar to the homebuilder is a resin matrix
( epoxy, polyester or vinylester) reinforced by
fibers (glass, Kevlar or carbon fiber). If used
properly they can produce strong and lightweight
structural components for Experimental aircraft.
If they are used improperly, it is a disaster waiting
to happen. This article will review some of the
basic characteristics of composite fibers and how
they should be handled.
There are many varieties of glass. Some of the
more common types are as follows. S-Glass is
primarily used for aircraft structures. E-Glass is
the most common. C-Glass is used for applications requiring corrosion resistance. All of the
glasses are made by drawing molten glass through
bushings to make filaments. These filaments are
made in a wide variety of diameters, .00013" to
.00051". A number of filaments are then made
into a yarn, which is then woven into a fabric.
There are many variations of yarns and fabrics all
designed for a specific purpose. The different

glass manufacturers tend to have uniformly
similar products.
Carbon fiber is made by oxidizing, carbonizing and graphitizing a strand of polyacrylonitrile
fiber (PAN). Careful control of the PAN is required to get the desired properties from the
carbon fiber. The carbon fiber filaments are also
made into yarns and then fabrics. Because a number of manufacturers make carbon fibers which
may not be equivalent, a user needs to specify the
yarn manufacturer and yarn type.
Kevlar 49 by Dupont is the type commonly
used for structural applications. Kevlar 49 is only
available in a single fiber diameter, but Dupont
provides a variety of yarns made from different
numbers of filaments. These yarns are then
woven into fabrics by a weaver.
The second major element of a composite
material is the resin matrix which binds it all
together. The resin matrix distributes the loads
from fiber to fiber, from layer to layer, and from
the composite to any bonded fittings. In order for
the resin matrix to properly distribute the loads,
it must bond properly to the fibers of the fabric.
This desired bonding is achieved by applying a
"finish" to the fabric. The applied finish is
matched to the application for which the fabric is
designed for.

TAN Aircraft Repair Ltd.

BRUCE MILLER
FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR

MIKE EDGERTON
A&P MECHANIC, A I

Private, Instrument, Commerical

BUS. 214-347-2868
HOME 214-625-8929

Airplane, Taildragger, Glider
Box 547, Prosper, TX 75078

Specializing in Single and Light Twin Recip. Engine
Aircraft. Including Radial Engine &- Fabnc Covered
Aero-Country Airport

(214) 347-2831

VN. VET.

FINA

EAA

presents:

Jan Collmer
Aerobatics
Pitts S2B

Low level Aero Pertorm:ince

, Torquf' Rolls

Ta,I Slides
• Snap roll on take off
and final approach
A Real Crowd Pleaser

e

FINA

Jan·Collmer
14368 Proton Road
Dallas, TX 75244
(214) 233-1589
Fax (214) 233-0481

DARIN R. HART A&P, IA

P.O. Box 9058
Greenville, TX 75401

(903) 454-4858
Mobile (903) 408-9782

For the glasses, the as woven fabric has a
starch and oil "binder" on the fibers. This binder
is used to improve the weaving process. This
fabric is called "greige goods" or "loom-state", and
is not to be used for structural applications. The
fabric is usually further processed by first burning
off the starch and oil binder and then applying the
proper finish. The finish is matched to the app li cation and the resin to be used. Of the
numerous finishes available, only about ten to
twenty are suitable for structures. Release cloth
(peel ply) is just a glass fabric with a different
finish.
Kevlar 49 will not take the elevated temperatures required to bum off the binder. So it is
washed to remove the sizing and water soluble
binder left over from the weaving process. This
process is referred to as "scouring". If the Kevlar
has not been properly scoured, it will be very
difficult to wet with the resin. The scoured Kevlar
49 is most suitable for use with epoxies and
vinylesters. Dupont is still searching for an appropriate finish to be used with polyesters. Because different resins produce different strengths
with Kevlar, it is advisable to know or test the
properties of a combination to be used.
Carbon fibers can be neither heat cleaned nor
scoured. So, the lubrication of these fibers for

1·
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AERO INSTRUMENTS
Mark G. Corboy
President

7515 Lemmon Ave., Hanger L
Dallas, Texas 75209

weaving is accomplished by applying a thin epoxy
resin coating to the fibers immediately after they
are drawn from the oven. This thin coating of
epoxy resin then becomes the "finish". Compatibility between this epoxy resin finish and the
resin matrix choosen for the composite material is
crucial to the proper performance of the laminate.
All of the above leads us to some simple rules
for the safe use of composite fabrics.
1) Know where your composite fabric came
from. Avoid "surplus" fabric.
2) Make sure the proper finish has been applied to the fabric for its intended purpose.
3) Make sure that the finish is still in place. The
finish should not be contaminated by water,
smoke, grease, oil, etc. Store and handle the
fabric to avoid any contamination.
4) Buy the fabric in quantities that you will use
in a year or two to avoid deterioration of the
finish.
Note: The material for this column was taken
from "Composite Basics" ,A.C. Marshall, Marshall Consulting, 1989, 2nd ed.

SINCE 1976
•STITS
0 HARDWARE
Catalog
•SPRUCE
$3.oo
0
PLYWOOD
0 TUBING(STEEL&ALUM.)

(214) 357-4476
Fax (214) 357-4572

ALPHA AVIATION SUPPLY

BUY & SELL
OSEI)

Airplanes
Instruments

~-

Engines
Radios

~-

BOBBY'S PLANES 'N PARTS INC.
320 F.M. 1885 E.

Weatherford, TX 76086
BOBBY OSBORN

Co.

~ O. BOX 8641-GREENVILLE. TEXAS 75401•8641

DAMAGED OR DISABLED

P.MITS

AIRCRAFT

AIRrnAFT

RETRIEVAL

~

Air
Salvage
Of
Dallas
Lancaster Airport

817·682-4220
1361 Ferris Road
Lancaster. TX 75146

(214) 227-1111
(800) 336-6399
FAX (214) 227-6176

AERO COUNTRY ESTATES WEST

-

The sun was hiding behind the scattered puffs of cumulus
building over Lakeland Municipal on the last day of Sun-NFun. I was wandering down the flight line with a couple of
friends, taking a last look at the planes. Our trip has become
an annual ritual. Drawn, like the other thousands of
enthusiasts, to Lakeland for the first big event of the flying
season.
We had checked out the vendors, then the flight line, then
the vendors again and we were back to the flight line. I knew
we would hit the vendors once more before we left (this is
part of the ritual too). As we wandered past the homebuilts
toward the Warbirds I couldn't help but take one more look
at the Lancair IV. I started building my IV in January and I
know I am a couple of years from flying it. My friends by now
must have been tired of my blue sky asertions about the
performance figures on the IV. I'm sure they were reluctant
to get near another Lancair at all.
As we approached I saw Lancair's chief pilot Don Goetz
coming around from behind the IV. Don had helped me by
phone many times during the construction of my Lancair 235
and in fact he had stayed at my home when he did the first
test flights of my 235.
He spotted me about the same time I saw him. As we
shook hands he had kind of a devilish look about him. He
took me aside and in the voice of a conspirator asked me if
I had gotten my official "second ride" in the prototype. Not
one to miss a cue I said boldly "No, and it's about time I got
my ride", then quietly, "Can these guys go too". He looked
at my buddies and said "Well we sure don't want to fly with
two empty seats". So as three grinning idiots clambered
aboard and strapped in, Don finished his walk around and
shooed away the crowd that always seems to gather around
this plane. As we taxied out I saw Don was grinning too.
It was at this point I realized Don's motives. It was the
last day of the fly-in. He had been giving rides and selling this
airplane to strangers all week long. Now he had a chance to
get away for a while. A chance to fly or let me do the flying.
A chance to not sell. A chance to escape the dreaded 'Four
Questions". A chance to sit with friends and chat with about
9000 feet of air under our feet.
My motives were simpler. I wanted to stop describing
how this airplane flew to my friends and let them see and feel
it. Also, I wanted to recharge my airplane building batteries.
As we did a low pass over the airport at 275 mph indicated
I realized that I was back up to full charge.
If you are into comparing numbers the IV performed as
advertised. If you like exhilaration the IV performed as
advertised. The most interesting result of the flight was the
relative silence afterwards. Richard who can usually fmd
fault with anything and is usually vocal about it, was quiet.
Sam seemed to be off in a world of his own. And I didn't have
to describe the airplane any more
Sometimes I do things right and sometimes I'm just in the
right place at the right time.
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FOR SALE; Starlite $9,000.00 OBO TISN: 42
hours, Permanent Airworthiness Certificate,
100 + mph cruise, based @ Montgomery County
Airport. Contact: Robert Carson, Home:
409/588-4224, Office: 409/637-4688
FOR SALE: KR-2 Project, Costs: 2 Boat (Hull)
$1200.00, Diehl Wings $850.00, Diehl Cowling
$250.00, Diehl Tail Feathers $75.00, Revmaster
Engine $3500.00, Aluminum Gas Tanlc $100.00,
KR-2 Newsletter (complete )$200.00. Lots of extras: engine instruments, turtle deck, epoxy
pump, Saf-T-Poxy, foam, fiberglass. Total Costs:
$6175.00, Special Sale: $4800.00.Contact: Jim
Gragg, Home: 817/467-2774, Work: 214/2428628or Don Crum, Metro 817/589-1872, Metro
817/263-2095
FOR SALE: Mustang Il Project: About 30%
complete, includes: Center Section nearly completed with gear attached, electric trim tab - dual
control flap control, seat rails for Cessna 150
seats, seats included, top and bottom skins completed but not installed. Additional parts have
been built including: wing ribs, bulkheads,
firewall, instrument panel, rudder ribs. Plus other
extras too numerous to list. Project started in
1980. Selling at $4600.00, negotiable. Contact:
Bill Thomas, 512/249-9678.
FOR SALE: 72" McCauley CS Prop with 14
hours TT. Cost: $4250.00, negotiable.Contact:
Bill Thomas, 512/249-9678.

FOR SALE: Curtis Wright CWl Replica built
in '69, 80 HP Franklin, Ole Fahlin prop. Project,
need offers. 817/565-9185 Paul Prentice
FOR SALE: 1969 Cessna 150J Commuter,
4500 TTAF, 25 SMOH, cruise prop, completely
rebuilt O200A, 300 Nav-Com, KX-155 Nav-Com,
KT- 78 Transponder w/Mode C, STC'd for
Autogas. $16,500 firm. 214/986-1623 Jan Dixon
WANTED: Unused set of Volmer Sportsman
Amphibian plans. Call Jim Putney, 817/274-1083.

FOR SALE: Quicksilver MX-2. 3501b gross,
503 Rotax, contact Bill Price W-348-1563 ,H-3696713.
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1992 Rosters
The 1992 rosters are in. They will be available
in the back of the Meeting room, see the
Treasurer. There is a $1 charge for the roster.

FOR SALE: 1 Micrologic 6000 brand
new,$200.00 with tray,hardware and pre-amp.
1 Micrologic 6500 newish, tray, preamp
$200
1 Micrologic portable "Voyager", new,
$175.00 no database or upgrade to mid-cont.
chain
1 Narco Com 2B Transceiver, yellow
tagged, $300.00
Call Dale Brooks: 306-1343 or 386-4026 hangar
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